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North Haven Yacht Club

Newsletter
June 2021

It’s been a slower start to the season than many
had anticipated, but it’s been great to know that
members have been able to get out on the water.

With restrictions still in place for the time being,
we’d like to thank everyone for sticking to the
government rules, so that the club can be safely
used by all members.

We’ve been pleased to have a number of new
members join us this season - so welcome to
you all!  We’re sure that any of our longer-serving
members will be happy to help out any of our
newer members, or offer advice or information
if needed.

Fingers crossed for some better weather so that we
can make the most of our being outdoors this
summer!

With best wishes,
The Committee
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** Refreshed, Revitalised and Ready for Action!! **

It’s been a few months and has involved a lot of hard work from
many people, but it’s great to be able to say that the club is now fully
ready for this season, while of course still making sure we are fully
compliant with the current Government Covid guidelines.

Many jobs are undertaken annually as a matter of course.  However,
some took a little longer and required a lot more effort this year as,
due to the pandemic, they had not been done for some time.  Some
jobs were only relatively minor undertakings, but of equal value.  It
all adds up to a club of which we can be proud and which we can
enjoy.

You may already have been to the club and noticed the results of
our efforts, if not here’s an overview of what has been taking place …
with gratitude, credit and thanks to all involved, both committee and
non-committee members, for making it happen:

● Club interior professionally fogged and fully cleaned, including carpets;

● Club exterior inc fascia’s, soffits, gutters and windows in/out professionally cleaned;

● Storage area under club cleared and tidied;

● Far Side of club by storage units tidied;

● Disposal of old ladders from under the club, chain and one dinghy hull that was beyond repair;

● Decking and outdoor furniture jet-washed (thank you, Peter Edgington);

● New, exterior club signage to attract new members and give a greater kerb appeal;

● New ensign flag and windsock;

● Six topper sailing dinghies have been cleaned, rigged and made ready for use - thanks to
volunteers from the Adult Sailing group;

● Two bosun sailing dinghies in the water ready for use;

● New secure oar/paddle storage with labelled oars for the tenders.

I am now looking forward to relaxing slightly and enjoying the summer, sailing our own Hobie dinghy
‘Catnip’.

Sally Sherrell,
Club Bosun

Bosun’s news

Sally Sherrell, Club Bosun,
keeping things in order at
the club
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Parking Permits
Club members are fortunate to
have use of parking permits
provided by the club.  The
Committee thought it would be
good to remind members about
the conditions for use to ensure
that no-one inadvertently makes
incorrect use of the permits that
BCP Council allow the club to
purchase, and to ensure that use
of the permits is fair for everyone.

How to use the permits available for club members:

There are twenty two white-backed permits for members to use, situated on the table just
inside the entrance door to the clubhouse.  Additional permits are reserved for members
undertaking club duties.

● You may park outside the clubhouse to collect your pass - members have frontagers’
rights!

● Clearly fill out the log and take a permit.  Use of permits is checked and monitored by the
Committee, so please make sure that we can easily read your entries in the log.
Thank you!

● Park your car in the car park, on the road, or on the road around the peninsula.  Make
sure you clearly display the permit, otherwise you may be fined.

● At the end of your visit to the club, collect your car, park outside the club and return the
permit to the folder and complete the log to show that you have returned the permit.
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Conditions of use:

● Permits cannot be pre-booked or reserved;

● Permits can only be used when making use of the club.  For example, they cannot be used
for dog-walking or beach trips;

● Only members can use the permits.  Members’ guests cannot use the permits;

● Permits cannot be used overnight.

It is unusual for all the passes to be in use
at the same time.  It is more likely that
your plans to visit the club may be
thwarted by available parking being filled
quickly, especially when the weather is
good and given that more people are likely
to be visiting our beaches rather than
taking holidays abroad this year.

Weekends, Bank Holidays and school
holidays can be very busy, so arriving
early, for example before 8 - 9am is
advisable and, as we have seen this
summer, the police may even close the
road to Sandbanks if there is too much
congestion.

If you do make it to the clubhouse and find
a parking space, but the permits are all in use, then you will be required to pay the
appropriate parking fees.

If you have any questions, comments or feedback about how the parking permit scheme is
working, then do please pass these on to the Committee via the office email:
office@nhyc.org.uk

Thank you!

The Committee

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk
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Duties
Duties, duties, duties!

It is fantastic to see how people are willing to give
up their time to help each other out, whether
ferrying members around on the water taxi,
greeting visitors to the club and potential new
members as Officer of the Day, or tidying up when
on Night Watch.

North Haven Yacht Club is a self-help club; it is not
a club where a few helpful members volunteer to
keep things running, it is a club where it is a
condition of membership that all members share
the running and operation of the club for each
other’s benefit.

The past eighteen months have seen some
changes to duties and to ensure that we all know
what is expected and how each of the the duties
works, Paul Dean who co-ordinates our Club duty roster, has kindly put together some
information about duties.  Some of our members have also shared their experiences of
helping out with duties.
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Paul Dean

NHYC is a self-help club.  This means that the club has no paid staff and all tasks relating to
the running and maintenance of the club are undertaken by the members themselves.  This
enables us to offer low membership and mooring rates.

As a condition of membership, members undertake a minimum of three “duties” per season,
although there are also many varied and vital tasks, over and above all these duties that are
also essential to the running of the club, its social calendar and club maintenance.  If you
have skills, time and equipment to undertake club maintenance, club vessel repairs and assist
the moorings team please let the committee know.

Duties are assigned via the DutyMan system found via a link on the club website.  Members
are asked to select their duties at the start of the season.  Members who have not selected
their preferred duties will be automatically assigned duties.  If for any reason, such as ill
health, you are not able to undertake specific duties, then please let me know, so that you are
only allocated what is appropriate for you to do.  The preferences you state on your
application and membership renewal forms are used as a guide.  You can also contact me
directly about signing up to duties: duties@nhyc.org.uk or 07525 712723.

So, take a look at the following overview of what each duty includes.  The points listed are the
essential parts of each duty, but whilst on duty members should look to undertake any
additional tasks they identify.

Please remember that everyone must support the club for its success and the Committee
would like to thank the members that contribute greatly towards the success and enjoyment
of the club through the duties and voluntary tasks they do.

Remember, those undertaking Duties have access to dedicated club parking permits!

mailto:duties@nhyc.org.u
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Officer of the day - daily April to October

● To be the club representative throughout the day.
● Sign the day book on arrival.  Read the previous entries in case action is

required.
● Answer the front gate bell and the phone and refer callers to other officers as

required.
● Respond to visitors’ queries, for example, about membership applications.
● Monitor the general security of the club, including around the dinghies and the

safety of children, including wearing life preservers if out on craft or the
pontoons.

● Take responsibility for fire alarm, or health and safety issues, and offer guidance
where needed.  Advise the committee of any behaviour that is not in keeping
with the club’s   rulebook or current Covid-19 restrictions.

● Be prepared to call the emergency services if required.
● Ensure that members’ guests are signed in and the parking tickets are used

correctly.
● Assist the taxi driver, as needed, and overlook the collection and return of the

taxi from and to its mooring safely.
● Keep the club tidy, for example, vacuuming, kitchen tidying, toilet cleaning, emp-

tying bins.
● Secure the building before departure or delegate this to others remaining be-

hind.
● Sign out in the day book, reporting any problems.

Taxi duty - daily April to October

This is a critical service for the club and if you are indisposed, please give the club as
much warning as possible by phone to find a substitute.

● Make the taxi available from 8am, subject to the tide and offer the service
throughout the day until around 5 or 6 pm, subject to tides.

● Sign into the day book and write your service times on the white board.
● Liaise with the officer of the day who should observe you whilst you collect or

return the taxi from its mooring.  Otherwise wait until there is an observer in the
club before obtaining the taxi.  You are expected to use the allocated blue
tender and its oars, kept in the store cupboard with the life preservers.
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● You must wear a life jacket whilst in the taxi or tender.
● At all times control the taxi and its passengers safely, asking passengers to wear

life jackets.
● Undertake all the required checks of the taxi, obtain fuel if necessary and report

any problems
● Undertake a tour of the moorings, looking out for boats in distress in any way

and report same.
● Monitor the radio throughout the day and ensure that the last member is

collected,
● “Bank” cash taken.
● Sign out.

Night watch - daily April to October

● To attend the club during the evening/night arriving before 7.30pm until at least
11pm with or without a second person. If alone, please consider additional
precautions and do not go on to the Jetty if the club is empty, after dusk or
in poor weather.

● Read the previous entries in the day book, in case action is required.
● Tidy up the club, for example, vacuuming, kitchen tidying, toilet cleaning, empty-

ing bins.
● Answer the phone and refer callers as appropriate.
● Respond to any visitors, answering queries.
● Keep an eye on the general security of the club, including the dinghies and out-

side area.
● Take responsibility for any fire alarm or health and safety issues summoning

club help or emergency services if needed.
● Ensure that members’ guests are signed in and the parking tickets are used

correctly.
● Monitor the “T” piece and small boats around the club and the main moorings

security by binoculars/ flashlight and camera monitor as available. Call up the
harbour commissioners or law enforcement as required.

● Sign out with comments at the end of the shift and ensure the club is locked up.

With thanks,

Paul Dean,
DutyMan admin and duty allocations
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A day in the life … Officer of the Day (listed on DutyMan as ‘Day Watch’) …

“Day Watch duty is my favourite.

“I get to the club early in the morning when there are still not too many people about.  I
always pick up a bottle of milk for the ‘fridge en route, 2 pints on a dull day, 4 when the sun is
shining, pop the receipt in the honesty tin in the kitchen and take out what I’m owed.

“Have a chat to any club members already there.  They might have come in just for a chat and
a coffee, talk about life in general and their plans for the day or they might be preparing for a
fishing trip.

“When the taxi driver arrives help him down to the T-piece with the buoyancy aids, keep an
eye out whilst he rows over to the get the taxi, make sure he gets on safely.

“Now time to vac the carpet and have a quick clean around,
make sure the bins are not full, top up loo rolls and soap if
necessary.

“During the day members come and go, it’s always interesting to
hear their plans for the day.  The bell often rings, could be a
member who forgot their fob or someone interested in joining
the club.  It’s good to show these people around and hopefully
increase their interest in potential membership.

“It’s certainly a pleasure to sit out on the deck weather
permitting, enjoy the view and the chat.

“When the tide is getting low give the taxi driver any assistance
he needs and watch him return safely.

“The VHF radio is an interesting listen at times, it’s surprising what people discuss on
channel 6.   Sometimes the phone will ring or a message will come over the radio from
someone that hasn’t been able to make contact with the taxi driver, I can do that for them.

“During days I’ve been on duty I’ve learnt how to tie knots, some decorative, some useful.  I’ve
been taught to drive the taxi, (only when there was somebody else to stand in for me while I
was on Albatross).  I’ve made friends, been fed by people preparing meals in the kitchen and
generally had a really enjoyable day.

“I’ve often slept on my boat on its mooring too, and once around midnight I heard some
suspicious water movement.  Shining my ninja torch around in true night watch mode, the
light fell on the face of a paddle boarder.  What were his intentions, I asked.  “Just to get some
sleep on my boat as my wife won’t let me in”, was the reply.  How I laughed afterwards.  Not
sure he did though, hehe.”
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A day in the life … Taxi Duty

No words needed!!
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A night in the life  … Nightwatch

“I’d like to declare at the outset that taxi duty is my favourite, after all, what could be more fun
than taking a boat out for a day?  However, I often do Nightwatch too, usually with my dad,
who is also a member - it’s a good time for us to catch up, have a chat about what’s going on
at the club, talk about all things nautical and generally put the world to rights.

“There’s nothing better than the view of a North
Haven sunset, and it always feels a privilege to
be sat at our club looking out over the water as
the sun sinks below the horizon, the underfloor
heating warming the soles of my feet, and the
sound of cutlery and champagne flutes from
Rick Stein’s clinking in the background.

“Nightwatch is usually fairly uneventful, in
between sweeping the torch over the jetty once
it’s dark.  If I see there’s anything to tidy up or
wash up then I’ll potter around doing that.  If the
phone rings, I’ll answer it - I even had a call from
the Honourable Secretary last time I was on
nightwatch!  So, be careful what you say when
you answer the phone!

“As it’s usually quiet, and my dad likes an early
night, I’ll take my laptop too or read something
in between checking what’s happening outside.
But there are only so many times you can read
the tide tables and only so many biscuits you
can dunk into cups of cocoa in an evening, so,
when it’s time to go, I switch off the lights and
make sure everything is locked up securely
before I head home for some zzzzz … “
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Herding Cats
Feline Lucky?

A flicker on the Hobie-finder alarm and Captain eBay scanned beyond the horizon, across the
Book of Face.  “There she blows!”  The sparkling plume of a bargain.  Hulls, tramp, frame,
rigging, sails, tillers … all but the mast and rudder blades for the princely sum of £20.  A Hobie
Dick-sized opportunity for a mere 20 squids?  With Catnip all ready to launch, Capitano E
drew back his catapult and fired the social media bait in my direction.

Now most opportunities considered simply too good to be true, invariably pan out exactly so.
The small print … “would brake up” … “no mast or rudder blades” (probably the only decent
parts), and a single photo of a mildewed mast-less Hobie in a field some hours drive away,
served not to enthuse.  For twenty pounds, surely scrap.

Add to this the Admiral having just acquired a set of H16 hulls from Cuban Hills (recently
promoted to El Presidente, requiring an upgraded official title for the term and forthwith
referred to as “Castro”), to add to the Mad Catter set that had annoying, in spite of last year’s
strengthening measures, continued to wear the pylon bolt slots.  Perhaps high-speed hull
flying, pitch-pole sessions had added to the negative groove.  Castro’s spare hulls, an offer
even more generous than Captain E’s sighting had resided at his industrial unit for a few
years, and I had previously been offered them myself, just prior to the Presidential election,
as it happens (I jest …).  Evidence of repair to one of the pylons, fresh from the heart-breaking
failure of such having seen to the sad demise of Aristocat had, at the time, dampened my
enthusiasm.  Two years on, the antifoul-free set of hulls that might prove useful for the Hobie
Nationals (more of that to come), seemed less of a risk, so having thrown my Mad Hat in with
the Admiral, acquiring a third set of hulls, even at £20, seemed somewhat decadent.

Less than a week later though, the planets aligned.  Having glanced at the location for the
giveaway hulls, a scheduled trip to Oxford meant the hitherto uncharted Oxford Sailing Club
was surely worth dropping
anchor in.  What harm a slight
detour?  And so, a few message
exchanges later, I found myself on a
hot and sunny early evening,
ascending the rise along Farmoor
reservoir to the Oxford Sailing Club
dinghy park.  It wasn’t hard to find.
Looking down across the field of
mono hulls, it could have been
Aristocat itself.
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Closer inspection, aided by the club Commodore. prior to rigging up his own RS for a spin on
the reservoir, revealed a 1988 H16 in slightly dishevelled condition.  A repairable topside hole
and small nibble on the starboard hull seemed the only minor structural concerns.  A full
pylon check was not possible, but the frame felt rigidly fixed in place.  The Commodore
explained that the space was needed, and the club wanted rid.

If further encouragement was needed,
then the sail number, 92231, just two
away from Aristocat’s 92229, duly
provided it!  Fate - I sealed the deal
without haggling on the asking price…

A few days later, assuming most of the
May Bank holiday traffic would be
heading in the opposite direction, the
Admiral hitched up the trailer, and we
set sail early.  Progress was unhindered,
and we arrived ahead of schedule, albeit
minus the securing bolt that clamped
the retaining chain having annoyingly
shaken loose en route.  Re-shackled, a
disco light show followed from the
trailer board, before several wire tweaks
assured more predictable functionality.

With hulls, frame, sails and rigging duly
loaded, we set off.

Leaving Oxford behind, we made steady progress down past the doughnut ring of the
Rutherford particle beam accelerator, through the rolling hills, before pulling over for a break
at Sutton Scotney services.  A coconut cappuccino later, however, and optimism, along with
the port side trailer tyre pressure, rapidly fizzled out.  Flat as the proverbial, the cigarette
lighter pump thankfully resuscitated the stricken tube.  Suspecting the issue might be valve
related, and the resting position of the tyre a factor, the consensus was slow and steady, but
to keep moving.

With eyes glued to the wing mirror framing the base of the tyre, the traffic began to build …
At Winchester, as the pace slowed, the tension mounted.  The wire length limitation of our
electric pump arrangement meant breathing more mileage into the trailer tyre required
unhitching and pulling it alongside the car.  Not ideal in nose to tail traffic.
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We limped on ...

With three further inflation
stops, and a deal of good
fortune, finally we made it back.

Lifting the frame from the hulls, the pylons not only appeared in reasonable condition, but
precautionary strengthening modifications had, reassuringly, been carried out on all four.
With the hulls patched up and the best parts from the other two, we could make up a Hobie
to take to the Nationals.

Feline Lucky?
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Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the newsletter.

Our members make our newsletter … if you have something to share,
please email your news, stories, memories or photos to me, Anna Harris:
newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Thank you!

Final word …

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk
mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

